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Abstract 
We present G-shells, a new strategy for deployable elastic gridshells developed from an initially flat               
and compact geodesic mechanism. The one-degree of freedom mechanism evolves from its initially             
flat state into a geodesic net corresponding to some smooth doubly-curved surface. The construction is               
based on straight, flat planks, and simple coplanar joints. As the geodesic mechanism deploys, it               
provides a smooth transition across a characteristic family of surfaces. By reversing the path, the               
mechanism may be returned to its initial state, and thus collapse. Our approach opens new possibilities                
for the prefabrication, transport and erection of gridshells.  
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1. Introduction 
The construction of complex curved shapes with timber planks has a long tradition. Starting from a                
flat, straight state, a plank can twist and bend out of their plane but cannot be stretched or bent in their                     
own plane. The neutral fiber of the plank has a vanishing geodesic curvature over any surface it is                  
tangent to, and we can assimilate the plank’s neutral fiber trajectory to a geodesic curve of such                 
surface. Construction with timber planks has been employed for hulls and shells across history taming               
the plank geometric constraints, and therefore geodesic nets have been intuitively used for a long time.  

In the last century, geodesic nets were used to optimize construction in fields ranging from airframes                
to civil shells. J.Natterer’s ribbed shell new design was based on the plank layering geometry [1]                
which was further developed with the advent of computational methods [2]. More recently, the works               
from [3] and [4] independently described alternative generation methods of geodesic nets simply             
connected by bolts for the efficient generation of shells or industrial custom chassis. 

As bending-active structure, elastically bending geodesic nets, made from initially planar and straight             
coupled elements, benefit from the prestress stiffening effect and could potentially have a kinetic              
behaviour. However, the previously depicted geodesic nets are built by individual three dimensional             
plank placement. We present a geodesic mechanism that have the advantage of creating custom              
surfaces but employing a kinetic expansion. It’s a hybrid compliant mechanism which bases the              
transformation of the structure in a combination of the free rotation of elements at hinges and the                 
elastic deformation of lath elements. 
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2. Genesis 

2.1. Emergence of behaviour in physical models 
Inspired by the work of Pirazzi and Weinand [3], we had the chance to build a timber gridshell for                   
hosting a student parliament, the Almond pavilion [1], which intended to prove the feasibility of               
multilayered geodesic gridshell by simple means. Instead, it provided an interesting type of deployable              
mechanism which emerged in the scale model [5]. When unconstrained at boundaries, the scale model               
which was composed of thin laths simply connected by bolts at specific distances, collapsed into a                
compact and flat structure (fig.2b). Reducing both geodesic and normal curvature and torsion was a               
way of straightening all laths and achieving this lower energetical state. Surprisingly, it achieved a               
planar state for which it had not been designed in the first place. Moreover, the building system of                  
wide laths and simple bolts forced the grid to approximate a geodesic net at any time of the                  
deployment  by changing the local curvature. 

Figure 2: Almond pavilion (2012) a.Built structure b.Transformation of scale model from flat to curved 

From the flat compact state, we firstly observed that the intersections laid in curved fashion, although                
this was repeatable without any surface curvature on deployment (fig. 6). Secondly, we observed that               
planks were not parallel and were smoothly changing the angle which finally seemed to be key in the                  
emergence of the behaviour. From these observations we built several models, initially symmetrical,             
producing corrugated gridshells yet some exhibited smooth anticlastic or synclastic curvature (fig. 3). 

Figure 3: Anticlastic G-Shell 

2.2. Early G-Shell implementation in anticlastic models: Focaccia and Neula 
As soon as we had the opportunity for a design commission at a larger scale, we built Focaccia (fig. 4)                    
in 2014 as the assembly of several anticlastic hypar-like G-shells (fig. 3) at the edge of their twisting                  
side planks. We simply built all the laths of a hypar from a plywood board, with almost no waste. The                    
board was expanding around 3.4 times almost effortless since there is almost no bending and there is                 
mainly twisting. The G-shell proved to gain stiffness by the torsional effect, and it packed efficiently                
for transport. Nevertheless, there were two inconveniences in this anticlastic case: the plank’s twist              
was making the connection to change the angle along the plank; dividing a surface in geodesic net                 
patches do not warranty the lath continuity. 
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Figure 4: Focaccia Pavilion (2014). Assembly of several anticlastic G-shells.  [Photo: Andrés Flajszer] 

Later on the same year, we had the opportunity of building a similar structure at a larger scale. We                   
then used the same anticlastic model, yet denser. We assembled a large plank mat on site, made out of                   
connected short plywood planks with a smooth phenolic coating providing frictionless coplanar joints.             
We then used a crane to lift a rectangular frame that vertically pulled four symmetrical points to their                  
final horizontal position. It initially had a side component that helped the angle change in the                
mechanism which was rapidly open. The attachment to the ground was the sole bracing of the grid. 

Figure 5:  Neula Pavilion (2014). Deployment of large scale anticlastic G-shell.  [Photo: Andrés Flajszer] 

2.3. Early G-Shell implementation in sinclastic models: Labsis shell 
For the commission to cover a scenario, we decided to build a sinclastic model, having better insight                 
with grid generation(section 4.1). The design consisted of a compact trimmed diamond shape that once               
deployed would allow both sides to rest on horizontal planks serving as base for foundations. The                
bracing consisted solely in a single axis in the middle, which had to be based on the scale model                   
measurements since the simulations were not robust enough. 

 

Figure 6: Labsis stage (2016) a. Deployment of the flat mat. b. Simulation c. Final stage [Photo:Andrés Flajszer] 
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The assembly process was the same as previously: get planks in size, bore holes, assemble the flat mat,                  
although it differed in the erection. In the sinclastic case, there is mainly normal bending in the planks                  
and lot of energy involved especially in the pre-buckled initial state. Therefore, it was fully buckled                
and erected by pushing from under without any mechanical help since it was very lightweight, as                
planks were 5x100 mm in section, while being helped by pulling laterally to unfold the scissor effect. 

3 G-Shells 
Very recently Peneta et al. [6] presented a mathematical analysis for these deployable beam structures               
, which they named X-hsells, a term that encompasses a more general kind of structures than that of                  
this paper, because their study considers framing for all sort of beams. Since we have focussed                
specifically on plank based gridshells, and therefore we restrict ourselves to geodesic approximation,             
we propose to refer to our own range of structures as G-Shells, being a subclass of the more general                   
X-shells. Our artifacts are based on planks of  simple rectangular sections. 

3.1 Hybrid compliant plank mechanism 
The deployability of flat mats consisting in two families of beams which are “pinned”, such as the                 
chebyshev nets traditionally used in the gridshell tradition, is allowed by the unrestrained change in the                
local angle the two families of beams form, thus producing a curvature change when subjected to                
external actions. Among this pantograph mechanism group, we can include the special type of              
geodesic mechanism [7], restricted to beam sections with an order of magnitude higher in the width                
than in height, where the change of curvature is intrinsic to the surface by means of local angle change                   
but producing only twist and normal bending. Laths avoid bending in their strong axis, so the                
phenomenon of side buckling effect translates all motion to normal curvature and torsion of the               
curves. Among this group, we can find the special case of G-shell, where they can have and exotic                  
state of being flat and compact without overlapping of the laths.  

 

Figure 7: Flat collapsible Geodesic Mechanism or G-Shell  

3.2 Double quad mechanism 
From a tangible perspective, the smallest lath configuration where the phenomenon happens is two              
connected rhombus by two continuous sides forming a double quad mechanism or DQM. If we               
analyze one small lath by freeing one of its vertex, operating the mechanism by changing the angle at                  
any vertex produces a global angle change and ultimately an excess or defect of the original distance,                 
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thus a buckling on the piece itself or on the lateral ones. The incompatibility of deformation produces                 
the side buckling of the long laths. This difference is not linear and can even change sign during the                   
transformation.  

Figure 8: Double quad mechanism 

4. Bottom up: from flat grid to curvature 
The first approach is to directly draw a compatible G-Shell grid, which ensures planarity at compact                
state, but the form of the operated mechanism has to be predicted by analysis or simulation. 

4.1 Grid generations 
We can draw planar oblique two-way grids, with several initialization methods. This instantiation             
feature will be reciprocally a property from the other methods (fig. 9). Firstly, we can define a curve                  
where a row of intersections of the grid will lay. Secondly, we can generate a family of curves which                   
are all tangent to their envelope curve. Finally, we can apply a rotation and a translation function to                  
any given line. 

Figure 9: G-shell flat grid generation. a.Initialization b.Overlap c.Flat G-mesh d.Physical model 

These inputs have no glimpse on the final curvature output. We observe that most of the grids produce                  
internal corrugations and a combination of curvatures, which indeed can be beneficial for certain shell               
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design and requires a specific research. Nevertheless, we notice that method 3, applying smooth              
functions tend to produce smooth curvatures. 

4.2 Simulation of mechanism in DR 
We use the dynamic relaxation method using Kangaroo2 [8] by implementing two strategies. The              
simulation goals have to ensure that planks are inextensible and cannot bend out of their plane and that                  
the normal vector of crossing geodesics are the same, or that both planks are coplanar at that point.                  
Our first approach is to treat the plank as a coarse triangular mesh with hinge stiffness. At the                  
intersection we enforce the coplanarity of the five vertices defined by the two rails meeting. Moreover                
we enforce a loose coplanarity of a cluster of 12 closest points around the intersection. Secondly, we                 
implement the discrete geodesic model as described in [9], by simply forcing opposite angles to be                
equal in the geodesic mesh at every vertex. At the sides, we reproduce the same definition as it really                   
happens in the physical models, by adding a small member.  

 

Figure 10: a.Physical Model b.Scan model c. Triangular mesh plank approach (divergence and detail) d. Discrete 
geodesics approach (divergence and detail) 

5. Top Down: from target surface to flat grid 
We propose secondly a method to approximate a G-Shell to a given target custom surface (i.e.                
parabolic dishes, funicular forms, small patches of a larger surface). Moreover given the target surface               
is known, we can produce as many offsets as needed.  

5.1 Flattenize. Simulation in DR and minimization 
Given a discrete geodesic net approximating the surface, we can collapse the grid by using the                
dynamic relaxation solver Kangaroo2, to minimize the curvature and preserve the length. Using an              
EMO (evolutionary multiobjective optimization) we can iteratively vary the geodesic net parameters to             
minimize the errors. A simple discrete 3DOF rod model is enough to minimize the geodesic curvature                
since curves are forced to be all coplanar and normal and geodesic curvature are the same. The length                  
to be preserved is not from the discrete segment lengths but from the continuous curve fragments.                
Moreover, it's critical to preserve a plank distance between plank axis otherwise they would not be                
able to be assembled. This can be done by introducing a length dimension in the main diagonal or                  
introducing a collision-aware goal. Additionally, to facilitate the convergence we can pull points to              
horizontal plane, and keep the points in the symmetry axis to be fixed in the same plane.  
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Figure 11: Flattenize algorithm 

5.2 Multi-layered G-shell 
The limitation of G-shells can be the small structural thickness of the planks, thus we propose a                 
method for increasing the layers, while preserving on each of them the geodesic and collapsibility               
properties. The main benefit for the top down approach is that knowing the target surface we can easily                  
create offset surfaces, with the restrictions that a topological equivalent G-shell laying on it has to                
share the normal vector of each equivalent vertex on both surfaces. We use an extended version of the                  
flattenize algorithm, including the vector normals divergence as an extra fitness (fig.12). 

 
Figure 12: Offset Flattenize fitnesses 

The first observation is that we need non constant offset, otherwise we lose the collapsing properties.                
The second observation, in the symmetric models we study, is that for sinclastic surfaces the               
mechanism is collapsing in a bent arched mat, whereas for anticlastic surface, it is collapsing flat                
(fig.13). 
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Figure 13: offset 

6. Conclusions 
The existence of special flat states in curved geodesic mechanisms is not mathematically proven, yet               
we can empirically confirm the construction interest in the transportation and deployability efficiency.             
We may continue in the mathematical understanding of the phenomenon. Further research may also              
assess the structural behaviour of single and multilayered G-shells, the deployable activation for large              
scale sinclastic shells and explore the instrumentalization of emergent corrugation of the G-shells. 
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